Many academic leaders can feel unprepared to engage issues of diversity and inclusion on campus. Our identities as ‘experts’ may be challenged in the D&I space in ways that leave us paralyzed.

Therefore the goals of this leadership development opportunity will be to: 1) build leaders’ diversity literacy; 2) expose leaders to challenges faced by underrepresented students; 3) build greater comfort in participating in conversations around diversity; and 4) motivate leaders to engage and model more ally and inclusive behaviors.

This year's Book Club will read "Written/Unwritten Diversity and the Hidden Truths of Tenure," a collection of essays edited by Dr. Patricia Matthew. Each week we will focus on a different chapter, rotating discussion leadership amongst the group. It is expected that the essay will be read before the discussion day. Please click on the Qualtrics link to register. The registration form asks for your preference for in person or zoom meetings.